As a gamer, who pursues the most fantastic game effect both visually and
aurally, a suitable DirectX is indispensable. For those gamers with good luck,
they may happen to download the right games all the time, and have their
journey of fun without little notice of what is so-called DirectX. However, in
actual most of us have been struggling in the nightmare of DirectX
errors since the first one came up.
Under most circumstances, as an experienced gamer, I can handle those
problems without a lot of efforts by just using the traditional way of reinstalling
the whole system, but Recently, I have really been confronted with a problem
that bothers me a lot.
My computer was originally running on the vista, and after knowing the
well-received Windows7 operating system, I just reinstalled the whole system
to Win7. All I don’t know is that it is the beginning of a nightmare of DirectX
errors.
When I start the 3D game I love the most, I am constantly reminded that there
is a DirectX error, and sometimes even if I have a chance to play it without a
false beginning, the problem probably arouses in the middle of it. You know
how depressing it is. Although I have tried all my old ways of dealing
with DirectX problem, it still doesn’t work out. Those trials really drive me
upset and crazy, and the little problem weighs so hard that it seems to have
the potential danger to ruin all my game fun. Instead of just sitting here and
complaining, I decide to fight against it and beat it.
I thus search on the internet for all kind of solutions and consult some of my
friends for their own knacks. It turns out that there are actually two categories
of solutions: one is to reinstall the whole DirectX, as what I did before, and the
other is to rely on some DirectX tool to help DirectX management. As much
as I don’t want to bother myself, I adopt the latter one.
To my surprise, there aren’t many DirectX tool to deal with fatal DirectX
error. Most of them that claim to possess the function merely help you to
reinstall it, which certainly comes to no help for my situation. After a huge
screening process, finally I have found some kinds of software that really come
in handy. Apart from providing the traditional software, they all possess a wide
range of DirectX management approaches including diagnose, backup,

restore, repair and reinstall, which is exactly what I need. I download one
which has received the best comments of users, and use it at one. All of a
sudden, my game and I finally have a relief.
Here, I want to remind those gamers, even who have never suffered
from DirectX errors, that a suitable DirectX management tool is very crucial
for you to enjoy the game fun. Don’t wait for the DirectX errors to kick your
ass, but take initiative and beat it first!

